
                                                        Boeing 757-200 Livery Drawings
 __________________________________________________________________________________________________________

                                 

      

        THESE DOCUMENTS AND DIAGRAMS
 ARE INTENTIONALLY USED FOR THE PROCESS   
 OF PAINTING THE LIVERY AND LOGOS ON THE
                 BOEING 757-200 AIRCRAFT



                  Tail of Boeing 757-200 Aircraft
                                                                                  SECTION A

LEFT SIDE

6 different colors needed on tail, these colors are:     Royal blue, Red, Banana Yellow, 2 Kelly Greens (small triangle near door 
is somewhat darker, one near rudder area of aircraft is somewhat more lighter in color).  A helpful method of how to paint this 
tail is that the graphic designers who created this livery used multiple triangles and squares.

RIGHT SIDE

6 different colors needed on tail, these colors are:     Royal blue, Red, Banana Yellow, 2 Kelly Greens (small triangle near door 
is somewhat darker, one near rudder area of aircraft is somewhat more lighter in color).  A helpful method of how to paint this 
tail is that the graphic designers who created this livery used multiple triangles and squares.

 

                                                        Fonts of Boeing 757-200 Aircraft
                                                                                     SECTION B
LEFT SIDE

Air Sumatra
Copperplate font in between 1st and                                   
2nd door facing right side of aircraft
(It is used on both sides on aircraft)

The oneworld font is Arial. (SEE Logos of Boeing 757-200 Aircraft)
(It is used on both sides on aircraft)

A S  BlairMdITC TT font is in middle of tail on left 
side of aircraft  (You can view the exact location of the 
fonts on the next page.)     (It is used on both sides on aircraft)

RIGHT SIDE

Air Sumatra
Copperplate font in between 1st and 
2nd door facing left side of aircraft
(It is used on both sides on aircraft)

The oneworld font is Arial. (SEE Logos of Boeing 757-200 Aircraft)
(It is used on both sides on aircraft)

A S  BlairMdITC TT font is in middle of tail on right side of 
aircraft  (You can view the exact location of the fonts on the next 
page.)     (It is used on both sides on aircraft)

            



LEFT SIDE

 RIGHT SIDE

                                                                          Logos of Boeing 757-200 Aircraft
                                                                                     SECTION C

    

LEFT SIDE

 oneworld logo on left side will be featured on left side 
of main door, and will be over the Indonesian flag. This is left of 
the Air Sumatra font.  (You can view the exact location of 
the oneworld and Indonesian flag logos below.)   

(It is used on both sides on aircraft)

RIGHT SIDE

 oneworld logo on right side will be featured on left 
side of main door, and will be over the Indonesian flag. This is 
right of the Air Sumatra font. (You can view the exact 
location of the oneworld and Indonesian flag logos below.)    

(It is used on both sides on aircraft)
 
LEFT SIDE

             The Indonesian flag will be featured on left side of 
main door, and will be under the oneworld logo. This is left of the 
Air Sumatra font.  (You can view the exact location of the 
oneworld and Indonesian flag logos below.)    

(It is used on both sides on aircraft)                                                                                                                                

RIGHT SIDE

             The Indonesian flag will be featured on right side of 
main door, and will be under the oneworld logo. This is right of 
the Air Sumatra font.  (You can view the exact location of 
the oneworld and Indonesian flag logos below.)    

(Both logos are featured on both sides of aircraft)

LEFT SIDE RIGHT SIDE



 

 Main Goal of Livery:   To show the world a "new" type of Indonesia, and to fly this colorful livery 
with pride. The main reasoning behind this livery is that we knew that the eagle is not the only way to 
represent Indonesia proudly, but flying all the different colors of all the different nations that consist of 
Indonesia would be another way for us to gain respect by Indonesian customers, and also represent 
Indonesia in a "new" way.

 Painters Recommendations/Notes:
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